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RAIN / LATTER RAIN

2-6-14 
L)  the rain comes;  prepare;  let My rain wash;   anew;  understand My rain;  compete not;  
allow Me

2-12-14 
HH)  Cherish My every word, My every thought;  Peace amidst the storm I give;  Special Peace, 
Special Chosen;  receive all that I AM;  there is so much light;  face it, allow it;  so let the rain fall 
as you request;  Welcome to Zion;  Welcome to Zion;

7-30-14 
L)   Precious moments We share;   attend;   every work;   clouds ahead;   worry not, attend;   
read My signs;   attend;   many, many, many, many signs;   watch , pray;   attend

9-15-14 
HH)   showers of blessings coming;   expect;   many drops in a shower;   be not dismayed;   
(saw a big dome shape of the showers)   I desire to bless; 

11-11-14 
HH)   shower, receive the showers;   (I asked for at least one drop on each part of my 
body needing healing or restoration.)   done;   deluge;    My deluge upon you;   get used 
to the adjustments; 

7-06-15
L)   let it begin;   My rain;   My reign;   in it;   lust not after it;   keep your hearts right;  
understand, right;   be ever watchful;   following Me;   watchful of My every action, My 
every word;   follow, follow Me

7-07-15
HP)  paralleled, physical rain and My latter rain;   it has begun;   stop it not;  interfere 
not;   My plans must be enacted;   grasp the facets of seeing beyond;   Our work in the 
beyond;   grasp, grasp it all, My Bride;   determined, diligent;   seeking, understanding

7-27-15
HH)  (suddenly I knew and could then see Praises upon my seat of authority.  They 
were rising from and hovering all around it.)   prepared for you;   My virtue, My virtue;  
now sit;  absorb  Me; yes, my rain is upon  you, with you;  

9-18-15
L)   Poured;  My Rain is poured for you;   allow and receive it;   be washed in My Rain;   
My Chosen, each washed;

8-02-16
HH)  My forces gathering;   patience;   DR/T;   read My signs, read My signs;   stillness, 
stillness, stillness;   watch the rain, watch My rain;   physical life, spiritual life;   must 
come together for My Chosen, in My Chosen;   grasp;   significant;   hinder not;   allow 
the joining;  
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